Writing Assignment M
Creative Writing 11

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning the assignment.
2. Re-read your story and create a minimum of 1 illustration for a part of it. This should be created on plain paper, like computer paper. See the teacher if you need the paper.
3. Using your final printed copy of your piece, insert your illustration(s) in the appropriate places.
4. Ask the teacher for a piece of cardstock. This will be the back cover of your story.
5. Bind your cover, story, illustrations, and back cover together. This must be done in a creative way, not simply stapling all of the pages together.
6. Look over your entire story, cover to cover, making sure there are no additional necessary changes or corrections. This should be your BEST work.
7. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
8. Turn your story in, using your purple and green folders, as soon as you finish the assignment, but no later than the due date listed on your work plan.